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RYAN’S WORLD CHEF RYAN’S FRIDGE SURPRISE  
The Ryan’s World Fridge Surprise is full of over 15 awesome toys inspired by some of Ryan’s 
favorite treats! Find all 15 surprises including mini figs, oozes and compounds, a build-it Ryan fig, 
and so much more! Standing 16 inches tall, this giant fridge is filled with hidden surprises, and even 
has lights, sounds, a working ice cube dispenser, and a working dry-erase board! Press the button 
on the front of the fridge to play sounds and dispense ice cubes. Each ice cube includes an exclusive 
mini fig of Combo Panda, Gus, or Alpha Lexa! There is even a hidden translucent Peck fig hidden in 
the freezer. Refill the ice dispenser for endless fun. The lights turn on and off as the door is opened 
and closed, just like a real fridge! Find the cloud sand modeling compound and mold it into fun 
shapes, then use the play knife to cut it into pieces. It cuts like butter! Open the yogurt to find ooey, 
gooey DYI crunchy ooze. What’s hidden inside the pickle jar? Open the top and a Ryan fig pops out! 
Kids can crack open some more fun when they pretend to cook a meal with the eggs, find all the 
hidden play accessories! They can even open the mystery snack boxes and build their very own 
Chef Ryan fig! Use the dry erase marker to create fun messages or pretend to meal plan by writing 
on the dry erase board. Kids will even enjoy decorating their fridge with the included stickers. The fun 
and creativity never-ends with the surprising and exciting toys from Ryan’s World. Bring home the Ryan’s World Chef Ryan’s Fridge 
Surprise and the rest of the Ryan’s World inspired toys, and let your little fan bring their own imagination to life! Ages 3+, SRP $49.99. 
Available fall 2021 at Walmart, Amazon and Target. 
 
 
RYAN’S WORLD GALAXY EXPLORER MEGA MYSTERY ROCKETSHIP 
3…2…1...blast off!  Enter a universe of fun with the Ryan’s World Galaxy Explorer Mega Mystery 
Rocketship.  Press the button to activate the countdown, lights, and realistic Rocketship 
sounds.  This 22-inch tall playset unfolds to reveal four levels of hidden surprise-filled compartments 
that reveal a space blaster with lights and sounds, buildable rover, hammer, moon dig, five figures 
and accessories, glow in the dark stars, and a Ryan astronaut badge!  Open the door to reveal the 
Ryan Astronaut figure and hammer.  Then turn the spacewalk lever to reveal a control room, and 
discover the hidden surprises including Gus and Alpha Lexa figures and accessories.  Press the 
hatch buttons to release the escape pods and discover more surprises!  Use the hammer to smash 
open each of the pods to find each piece of the buildable rover.  Press the button at the base of the 
Rocketship to find the special astronaut badge and insert the badge at the top of the Rocketship to 
unlock the ultra-secret compartment which reveals a lights and sounds ultimate space 
blaster!  Surprises even include a moon dig with space sand.  Find the three glow in the dark moon 
rocks in the sand and use them to stamp designs in the compound.  Little astronauts can even decorate their rooms with the glow in the 
dark stars!  The fun and creativity never-ends with the surprising and exciting Galaxy Explorer toys from Ryan’s World. Bring home the 
Ryan’s World Galaxy Explorer Mega Mystery Rocketship and the rest of the Ryan’s World inspired toys, and let your little fan bring their 
own imagination to life!  Ages 3+, $79.97, Available fall 2021 at Walmart 
 
 
RYAN’S WORLD AWESOME COOLER SURPRISE 
The Ryan’s World Awesome Cooler Surprise is packed with fun camping themed toys. Lift the latches 
to open the lid to reveal surprises and a complete campground playset. Use the compass to unlock a 
hidden compartment! Kids will love to smash through the ice cubes and find vehicle pieces to build 
their own off-roading vehicle!  Find all the hidden surprises in each accessory including three mini figs 
and accessories, slime for the river, and a raft.  There are even fun accessories for kids, including a 
lantern, and compass!  The fun and creativity never-ends with the surprising and exciting Ryan’s 
World toys. Bring home the Ryan’s World Awesome Cooler Surprise and the rest of the Ryan’s World 
inspired toys, and let your little fan bring their own imagination to life!  Ages 3+, SRP: $79.99; 
Available fall 2021 at Target 
 
 
 
 
 
 

About Just Play, LLC  
Just Play is a passionate toy company and global leader across a broad range of children's consumer goods including figures, playsets, dolls, plush, role-play and dress-
up.  They create unique and innovative proprietary lines, as well as award-winning products based on popular children’s entertainment brands with best-in-class licensing 
partners. Just Play was founded by two toy industry veterans in 2010 and since then has become the #6 toy company in North America, according to NPD.  To learn more about 
Just Play's products, please visit www.justplayproducts.com or follow the company on Twitter (@JustPlayToys) or on Facebook (www.facebook.com/JustPlay). 
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